Application of neural based estimation algorithm for gait phases of above knee prosthesis.
In this study, two gait phase estimation methods which utilize a rule based quantization and an artificial neural network model respectively are developed and applied for the microcontroller based semi-active knee prosthesis in order to respond user demands and adapt environmental conditions. In this context, an experimental environment in which gait data collected synchronously from both inertial and image based measurement systems has been set up. The inertial measurement system that incorporates MEM accelerometers and gyroscopes is used to perform direct motion measurement through the microcontroller, while the image based measurement system is employed for producing the verification data and assessing the success of the prosthesis. Embedded algorithms dynamically normalize the input data prior to gait phase estimation. The real time analyses of two methods revealed that embedded ANN based approach performs slightly better in comparison with the rule based algorithm and has advantage of being easily-scalable, thus able to accommodate additional input parameters considering the microcontroller constraints.